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  TDL 2015-2016 Catalogue TDL Canada,
  Discrete or Continuous? Amit Hagar,2014-05-01 The idea of
infinity plays a crucial role in our understanding of the universe,
with the infinite spacetime continuum perhaps the best-known
example - but is spacetime really continuous? Throughout the
history of science, many have felt that the continuum model is an
unphysical idealization, and that spacetime should be thought of
as 'quantized' at the smallest of scales. Combining novel
conceptual analysis, a fresh historical perspective, and concrete
physical examples, this unique book tells the story of the search
for the fundamental unit of length in modern physics, from early
classical electrodynamics to current approaches to quantum
gravity. Novel philosophical theses, with direct implications for
theoretical physics research, are presented and defended in an
accessible format that avoids complex mathematics. Blending
history, philosophy, and theoretical physics, this refreshing
outlook on the nature of spacetime sheds light on one of the most
thought-provoking topics in modern physics.
  In the Shadow of Young Girls in Flower Marcel
Proust,2005-01-25 The second volume of In Search of Lost Time,
one of the greatest novels of the twentieth century James Grieve's
acclaimed new translation of In the Shadow of Young Girls in
Flower will introduce a new century of American readers to the
literary riches of Marcel Proust. As the second volume in the
superb edition of In Search of Lost Time—the first completely
new translation of Proust's novel since the 1920s—it brings us a
more comic and lucid prose than English readers have previously
been able to enjoy. In the Shadow of Young Girls in Flower is
Proust's spectacular dissection of male and female adolescence,
charged with the narrator's memories of Paris and the Normandy
seaside. At the heart of the story lie his relationships with his
grandmother and with the Swann family. As a meditation on
different forms of love, In the Shadow of Young Girls in Flower
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has no equal. Here, Proust introduces some of his greatest comic
inventions, from the magnificently dull Monsieur de Norpois to
the enchanting Robert de Saint-Loup. It is memorable as well for
the first appearance of the two figures who for better or worse
are to dominate the narrator's life—the Baron de Charlus and the
mysterious Albertine.
  In Search of Lost Time Marcel Proust,2002 'In Search of
Lost Time' is Proust's masterpiece and was described by
Somerset Maugham as the greatest novel of the 20th century.
  The Nathaniel Hawthorne Review ,1993
  Reading in Proust's A la recherche Adam Watt,2009-06-18
Adam Watt's critical study of Proust's A la recherche du temps
perdu, focuses on the role of the acts of reading depicted in the
seminal novel. Reading is shown to be a formative and often
troubling force in the life of the novel's narrator.
  Black Men, Invisibility and Crime Martin Glynn,2013-12-04
Past studies have suggested that offenders desist from crime due
to a range of factors, such as familial pressures, faith based
interventions or financial incentives. To date, little has been
written about the relationship between desistance and
racialisation. This book seeks to bring much needed attention to
this under-researched area of criminological inquiry. Martin
Glynn builds on recent empirical research in the UK and the USA
and uses Critical Race Theory as a framework for developing a
fresh perspective about black men’s desistance. This book posits
that the voices and collective narrative of black men offers a
unique opportunity to refine current understandings of
desistance. It also demonstrates how new insights can be gained
by studying the ways in which elements of the desistance
trajectory are racialised. This book will be of interest both to
criminologists and sociologists engaged with race, racialisation,
ethnicity, and criminal justice.
  In Search of Lost Time, Volume VI: Time Regained Marcel
Proust,1999-02-16 Time Regained, the final volume of In Search
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of Lost Time, begins in the bleak and uncertain years of World
War I. Years later, after the war’s end, Proust’s narrator returns
to Paris and reflects on time, reality, jealousy, artistic creation,
and the raw material of literature—his past life. This Modern
Library edition also includes the indispensable Guide to Proust,
compiled by Terence Kilmartin and revised by Joanna Kilmartin.
For this authoritative English-language edition, D. J. Enright has
revised the late Terence Kilmartin’s acclaimed reworking of C. K.
Scott Moncrieff’s translation to take into account the new
definitive French editions of Á la recherché du temps perdu (the
final volume of these new editions was published by the
Bibliothèque de la Pléiade in 1989).
  In Search of Lost Time, Volume VI Marcel
Proust,2000-11-01 'Proust is perhaps the last great historian of
the loves, the society, the intelligence, the diplomacy, the
literature and the art of the Heartbreak House of capitalist
culture.' ------------EDMUND WILSON The final volume of In Search
of Lost Time chronicles the years of World War I, when, as M. de
Charlus reflects on a moonlit walk, Paris threatens to become
another Pompeii. Years later, after the war's end, Proust's
narrator returns to Paris, where Mme. Verdurin has become the
Princesse de Guermantes. He reflects on time, reality, jealousy,
artistic creation, and the raw material for literature--his past life.
The final volume of a new, definitive text of A la recherche du
temps perdu was published by the Bibliotheque de la Pleiade in
1989. For this authoritative English-language edition, D. J.
Enright has revised the late Terence Kilmartin's acclaimed
reworking of C. K. Scott Moncrieff's translation to take into
account the new French editions. NOTE: This edition does not
include the Synopsis of Time Regained or the Guide to Proust.
  Gender, Sexuality, and Material Objects in English
Renaissance Verse Pamela S. Hammons,2016-12-05 An important
contribution to recent critical discussions about gender, sexuality,
and material culture in Renaissance England, this study analyzes
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female- and male-authored lyrics to illuminate how gender and
sexuality inflected sixteenth- and seventeenth-century poets'
conceptualization of relations among people and things, human
and non-human subjects and objects. Pamela S. Hammons
examines lyrics from both manuscript and print
collections”including the verse of authors ranging from Robert
Herrick, John Donne, and Ben Jonson to Margaret Cavendish,
Lucy Hutchinson, and Aemilia Lanyer”and situates them in
relation to legal theories, autobiographies, biographies, plays, and
epics. Her approach fills a crucial gap in the conversation, which
has focused upon drama and male-authored works, by
foregrounding the significance of the lyric and women's writing.
Hammons exposes the poetic strategies sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century English women used to assert themselves as
subjects of property and economic agents”in relation to material
items ranging from personal property to real estate”despite the
dominant patriarchal ideology insisting they were ideally
temporary, passive vehicles for men's wealth. The study details
how women imagined their multiple, complex interactions with
the material world:the author shows that how a woman poet
represents herself in relation to material objects is a flexible
fiction she can mobilize for diverse purposes. Because this book
analyzes men's and women's poems together, it isolates important
gendered differences in how the poets envision human subjects'
use, control, possession, and ownership of things and the
influences, effects, and power of things over humans. It also adds
to the increasing evidence for the pervasiveness of patriarchal
anxieties associated with female economic agency in a culture in
which women were often treated as objects.
  Journal of the Thailand Research Society, Natural
History Supplement Siam Society,1921
  Theirs Was the Kingdom R. Delderfield,2009-09-01 The
eagerly awaited reissue of the second novel in R. F. Delderfield's
classic God Is an Englishman series Theirs Was the Kingdom is a
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stirring saga of England in the late 19th century, as the Industrial
Revolution takes hold, forever changing the landscape of England
and her people. The 1880s in England were a laissez-faire decade
of national optimism and prosperity, of rampant colonialism,
typhoid epidemics, and a Diamond Jubilee. This follow-up novel to
God Is an Englishman continues the saga of the Victorian giant of
commerce Adam Swann, his tough-minded wife Henrietta, and
their five children. This prolific tale records the triumphs and
tragedies of a memorable family and a nation at the height of its
imperial power. A beloved novel by a beloved author, Theirs Was
the Kingdom is a luminous historical novel of a family's fortune
and a nation's destiny.
  Proust as Philosopher Miguel de Beistegui,2013 Marcel
Proust's In Search of Lost Time has long fascinated philosophers
for its complex accounts of time, personal identity and narrative,
amongst many other themes. Proust as Philosopher is the first
book to properly explore Proust from a philosophical angle and
argues that the key to understanding Proust is the concept of
experience.
  Proust and the Arts Christie McDonald,François
Proulx,2015-11-05 Proust and the Arts brings together expert
Proustians and renowned interdisciplinary scholars in a major
reconsideration of the novelist's relation to the arts. Going beyond
the classic question of the models used by Proust for his fictional
artists, the essays collected here explore how he learned from
and integrated, in highly personal ways, the work of such creators
as Wagner or Carpaccio. This volume reveals the breadth of
Proust's engagement with varied art forms from different eras:
from primitive arts to sound recordings, from medieval sculpture
to Art Nouveau glassmaking, from portrait photography to the
private art of doodling. Chapters bring into focus issues of
perception and detail in examining how Proust encountered and
responded to works of art, and attend to the ways art shaped his
complex relationship to identity, sexuality, humor, and the craft of
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writing.
  Inspiring Faith in Schools Marius Felderhof,2016-05-23
Inspiring Faith in Schools addresses the privileging of secularism
that appears to affect RE in countries influenced by modern
western thought. The authors argue that a more engaging form of
RE would emerge if religious life were to inhabit centre stage.
Currently religious faith is made to hover in the wings awaiting
the call to face the inquisitorial challenge of the modern day
enquirer. The consequent relationship between pupil and the
Divine as the purpose of study is then already intrinsically
irreligious, as indicated in the Book of Job by putting God in the
dock, whereas it is the pupil who should be (cross-)examining his
or her life. What are the ways of exciting and engaging the young
so that they begin to entertain the possibility of religious life as a
genuine option for themselves? Leading scholars in philosophy
and theology from the UK, Australia, Canada and the USA come
together to address these questions together with RE experts.
Marius Felderhof writes an Afterword summing up the challenges
faced by such a re-visioning of RE.
  Religious Identity and Cultural Negotiation Jenny
McGill,2016-07-22 Given increasing global migration and the
importance of positive cross-cultural relations across national
borders, this book offers an interdisciplinary and intercultural
exploration of identity formation. It uniquely draws from theology,
psychology, and sociology--engaging narrative and identity
theories, migration and identity studies, and the theologies of
identity and migration--and builds on them in an unprecedented
study of international migrants to construct an initial theology of
Christian identity in migration. New sociological research
describes the social construction of religious, ethnic, and national
identities among non-North American evangelical graduates who
entered the United States to pursue advanced academic studies
from 1983 to 2013. It provides an intercultural account of
Christian identity formation in the context of migration,
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transnationalism, and globalization. It ultimately argues that an
integral component of Christian identity-making involves the
concept of migration, of movement, toward a transformation.
  Assisted Conception: Research, Ethics and Law Jennifer
Gunning,2017-11-01 This title was first published in 2003.
Assisted conception is an area where it often seems that all the
ethical and legal issues have been covered and then technology
advances and the discussions start all over again. The book is an
anthology of papers presented during a project looking at
thearaputic research in assisted conception (TRAC). It is divided
into three areas addressing research, ethics and law. Each
chapter begins with an overview of the issues, with the aim being
to present new perspectives rather than covering old ground. The
European Convention on Human rights and Biomedicine came
into force on December 1, 1999. The Convention allows
thearaputic research and research on spare embryos but forbid
fundamental research, which may be essential to the safe
development of new techniques. This also means that people may
become part of an experimental process without their consent.
The project brings together clinicians, embryologists, lawyers and
ethicists to ascertain whether there might be a risk of infertility
patients being exposed to insufficiently tested procedures and to
see if there is a need for fundamental research in this area. It also
looks at the legislative safeguards that exist and whether a
European standard for treatment should be set.
  The Imago Dei Lucy Peppiatt,2022-04-08 The doctrine of the
imago Dei, that human beings are created in the image and
likeness of God, is an endlessly fascinating topic. Not only is it a
central doctrine to Christian life and practice but also touches,
perhaps even helps to form, every other doctrine of the Christian
faith in one way or another. We do not think about God, in a
Christian sense, as any other than the God who creates humanity
in God's image. However, many of the details of this claim and
what it means for human beings are left undefined by Hebrew
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and Christian Scriptures and it is not even mentioned in the
creeds. This space leaves room for exploration. So the quest for
what it means for human beings to be made in the image and
likeness of God has never ceased to occupy theologians, clerics,
and the laity alike. In this Companion, Peppiatt charts the
developments of the doctrine through the ages, summarizing each
position and perspective up to the modern day. This volume offers
a compact but rich overview of the various ways in which this
doctrine has been and is understood as well as pointing readers
to further questions for consideration.
  The Syllables of Time Teresa Whitington,2017-07-05 This
study reveals reading to be one of the main activities to occupy
the inhabitants of the world of Marcel Prousts novel A la
recherche du temps perdu. Characters do not just read books but
have access to the journals and newspapers of a rapidly
expanding print industry. They receive letters and postcards from
family and friends. The posters of a nascent advertising industry
tempt them to spend an evening at the theatre or a holiday by the
sea, and new forms of communication, such as telegraphy, enter
their lives and require new strategies of deciphering. All human
activity is glossed by means of a series of metaphors of reading,
extending the readers domain beyond the written text. Through a
series of illuminating analyses, Teresa Whitington shows how this
web of references builds into a specifically Proustian account of
both the outer, social context of reading and the inner,
psychological world of the reader. Proust offers a contribution to
the history of reading in the France of his own lifetime and
suggests that reading is the very condition of the writing of his
fiction.
  The Ministry of Public Input J. Lees-
Marshment,2015-01-13 As political leaders acknowledge the
limits of their power they increasingly integrate constructive
input from inside and outside government into their decision-
making. A Ministry or Commission of Public Input is necessary to
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collect, process and communicate input more effectively and
politicians need to work with the public to identify solutions.
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